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Figure 1: Two people authenticating their secure messaging conversation

ABSTRACT
Authentication ceremonies detect and mitigate Man-in-the-Middle
(MitM) attacks on end-to-end encrypted messengers, such as Signal,
WhatsApp, or Threema. However, prior work found that adoption
remains low as non-expert users have difficulties using them cor-
rectly. Anecdotal evidence suggests that security researchers also
have trouble authenticating others. Since their issues are probably
unrelated to user comprehension or usability, the root causes may
lie deeper.

This work explores these root causes using autoethnography.
The first author kept a five-month research diary of their experi-
ence with authentication ceremonies. The results uncover points of
failure while planning and conducting authentication ceremonies.
They include cognitive load, forgetfulness, social awkwardness, and
explanations required by a communication partner. Additionally,
this work identifies and discusses how sociocultural aspects affect
authentication ceremonies. Lastly, this work discusses a design ap-
proach for cooperative security that employs cultural transcoding
to improve sociocultural aspects of security by design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Social aspects of security and pri-
vacy; • Social and professional topics→ Cultural character-
istics; • Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in
collaborative and social computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Successful MitM attackers are able to read and also fake messages in
end-to-end encrypted instant messaging conversations while their
active attack is ongoing. Authentication ceremonies, which require
verifying cryptographic keys with conversation partners, detect
and mitigate these attacks. However, users have several issues with
these ceremonies: They are unaware of them, do not understand
their purpose, and have trouble finding and conducting them [13].
But not only end users have trouble with authentication ceremonies.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that even security experts, such as
we researchers, have problems keeping contacts authenticated –
even though this is our area of expertise! Hence, we suspect that
authentication ceremonies suffer from deeper problems thanmerely
a lack of UI usability or user comprehension.

Previous work on authentication ceremonies focused on user
behavior in lab settings [12, 29–31], some of which simulated MitM
attacks [22, 33]. Lab settings are great environments to study usabil-
ity issues in a controlled way. And studying user behavior during
attacks is crucial since users require protection in these exact mo-
ments. However, real-world conditions for authentication are more
complex. First, users are likely not in proximity when they rec-
ognize the need to authenticate or notice key-reset notifications.
Second, since key resets usually happen for benign reasons, users
will not necessarily be in a hurry to conduct a new authentication
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ceremony. Hence, users will most likely plan a future authentication
ceremony with their contact. Authentication ceremonies are social
cybersecurity [34] mechanisms, which depend on conversation
partners to meet up and cooperate to improve their security equally.
As such, social and cultural expectations and practices affect their
success, as Uzun et al. [27] suggested in their work.
RQ1: What problems do knowledgeable and motivated users en-

counter when planning and conducting authentication cere-
monies?

RQ2: How do social and cultural factors impact authentication
ceremonies between conversation partners?

To understand the potential issues around planning authenti-
cation ceremonies and navigating social and cultural issues, we
conduct an autoethnography based on a five-month research diary
documenting the first author’s authentication experience. While
autoethnographic approaches are uncommon in the field of Usable
Privacy and Security (UPS) — Turner et al.’s work [26] being a rare
example — researchers of the closely related HCI field regularly use
it to gain a deeper understanding of how technology affects users’
lives [4, 14–17, 20, 23, 24]. In contrast to other types of diary stud-
ies, self-inquiries can easily be long-term, are deeply introspective,
and combine the analysis step with data collection – adapting the
data collection method according to preliminary analysis results.
Autoethnographies focus their analysis on social interactions and
the cultural rules that govern them [5]. Since security experts rarely
report their own failures to cope with security systematically, this
work may provide valuable insights as an autoethnography. While
strict generalizability is not a meaningful goal for this kind of qual-
itative research [3], we improve the transferability of our results
by describing the first author’s background and all the situations
in as much detail as possible.

The first author aims to authenticate as many contacts as pos-
sible in naturalistic settings for this study. Prior work identified
the issues of lacking user comprehension and lacking usability of
the user interfaces [13]. However, since the first author is a secu-
rity researcher who understands the underlying issues and knows
how to conduct authentication ceremonies correctly, these poten-
tial barriers should not apply. Autoethnography enables the study
of authentication ceremonies in infrequent and naturalistic con-
texts, which are not easily accessible with other study designs or
participants.

This paper contributes: (1) a phase model of planned authenti-
cation ceremonies, comprising need recognition, planning, meet-
ing, convincing, and authenticating; (2) the identification of failure
points in the planning process, such as forgetting, social awkward-
ness, and necessary explanations; (3) an account of subjective emo-
tions of guilt and frustration that constituted the first author’s
authentication experience; and (4) a discussion about sociocultural
barriers and facilitators of authentication.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
First, we provide some background on the security benefits and
process of authentication ceremonies in end-to-end encrypted mes-
sengers. Then, this section presents the theoretical framework of au-
toethnography, data collection methods, and work from the related
HCI field. Afterward, this section briefly introduces the concept of

social cybersecurity, explaining why autoethnography is a suitable
approach to research this area. Finally, this section elaborates the
research on authentication ceremonies, discussing prior work’s
chosen methods and the identified issues.

2.1 Authentication Ceremonies in End-to-End
Encrypted Messengers

To communicate with a conversation partner, end-to-end-encrypted
messengers need to know the recipient’s public key. In most mod-
ern messengers, this public key comes from a central key server and
is trusted without further verification. MitM attackers impersonate
this key server, either by directly taking control of the key server
or with an active attack at the network level. With the powers of
the key server, MitM attackers can convince the clients of both
conversation partners to use a different encryption key (which is
in the attacker’s possession) for communicating (see Figure 2). As
a consequence, successful MitM attackers can read and manipulate
all messages in a conversation as long as the active attack continues.
In 2018, the Dutch police appears to have used such an attack to
intercept messages sent via IronChat [10]. To detect and mitigate
these MitM attacks, end users need to authenticate the key ma-
terial, i.e., verify that they are using the correct encryption key
to communicate with their conversation partner. Most end-to-end
encrypted messengers offer a dedicated authentication ceremony
for this purpose.

There are many different versions of authentication ceremonies,
most are intended for in-person authentication (e.g., in Signal,What-
sApp, or Telegram’s secret chats) but some are also designed for
remote use. During calls in Viber, conversation partners compare a
secret identification key; in Telegram calls, conversation partners
compare a set of emojis; and for the Wire messenger, users record
a video of themselves announcing the short authentication strings
(SAS) that correspond to their key. However, meeting in person is
usually preferable because (a) it is a secure out-of-band communi-
cation channel and (b) scanning others’ QR codes is simpler and
less exhausting than remotely reading and comparing safety num-
bers [30]. Here, we describe the steps to authenticate a conversation
in Signal and WhatsApp in person with QR codes. Figure 3 shows
the corresponding user interface to each of the steps.

(1) Both conversation partners open up the shared conversation
in their messenger.

(2) They open the authentication interface by clicking on their
contact’s name and selecting “View Safety Number”.

(3) The conversation partners take turns showing their QR code
and letting the others scan it. Users scan by tapping the QR
code or pressing the corresponding button, depending on
the operating system and messenger.

(4) If the scan is successful, the conversation can be marked as
verified. If the check fails, the conversation is under attack
and must not be used for communication.

(5) The verified marker vanishes when either end reinstalls
the messenger, one of the conversation partners gets a new
phone, or when the conversation is under attack. Repeating
the authentication ceremony is required in all cases.

If users are aware of authentication ceremonies, they will need
to decide which conversation they want to protect since this will
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require expending additional effort to avoid MitM attacks. In gen-
eral, even unauthenticated conversations are still protected from
various passive eavesdropping attacks and are more secure than
regular email or SMS conversations.

Fassl et al. [8] found that end users mostly considered authenti-
cating messenger conversations with friends, partners, and family
members. However, the perceived overhead of arranging meetings
might have impacted participants’ responses. Also, other types of
contacts, such as tax advisors, lawyers, or business partners, might
be sensitive conversation partners outside the immediate circle of
friends, partners, and family members.

2.2 Autoethnography
According to Chang [5], autoethnography is a self-reflective form of
cultural analysis. The term describes the method and final product
alike. It assumes that the self learns and upholds values, norms,
and customs to become part of a cultural group. Thus, we can
learn about cultural factors by understanding the relationship be-
tween the self and others. Self-narrative reports are the basis for
autoethnographies. Additional explanations connect these personal
experiences to the cultural environment. According to Ellis and
Bochner [7], autoethnographies comprise three parts: research pro-
cess (graphy), culture (ethno), and the self (auto). However, the
focus on these parts varies widely among researchers. Some empha-
size personal experience, while others give more space to cultural
explanations. For researchers, autoethnography is a practical ap-
proach for investigating human relations in their cultural context.
It improves the cultural understanding of the self and others while
invoking self-reflection and self-examination among its readers [5].
According to Chang [5], autoethnographers collect data by chron-
icling their past, i.e., memories, and recording field data. Usually,
they avoid mixing these two. Recorded field data includes routines,
rituals, celebrations, or cultural artifacts. The focus lies on experi-
ences, stories, and objects with sociocultural significance. In parallel
to data collection, autoethnographers use inventorying to evalu-
ate and organize their data, i.e., they select, prioritize, rank, and
categorize collected data.

Autoethnography, narrative inquiries, and self-studies all priv-
ilege the self in the research design. According to Hamilton [11],
narrative inquiry shares stories of the researchers’ experiences so
that others may learn from them. Self-studies are systematic in-
quires into the researchers’ own practices to gain knowledge about
them and improve them. In contrast, autoethnography highlights
the changing perspectives of the self and puts experiences in their
broader cultural context. Commonly, researchers write in the first
person when they use these approaches.

Autoethnography is a rarely used method in Usable Privacy and
Security (UPS) research, e.g., Turner et al. [26]’s work on smart
home cyber security practices in their family. However, researchers
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) regularly apply autoethnog-
raphy to study how technology affects users. Spiel [23] used it to
demonstrate how technical infrastructures reinforce binary gen-
der ideology by documenting their experience with systems not
allowing them to register their gender correctly. Jain et al. [15] used
it to highlight tensions and nuances during the travels of a hard-
of-hearing individual, focusing on difficult social conversations,

navigation problems, and personal assistive technologies. Stephen
et al. [24] provide an autoethnographic account of the barriers an
independent blind traveler faced during her 28-day cruise, focusing
on the use of technology to access visual information and maps.
Chamberlain et al. [4] explore autoethnography as a method to self-
design personal heritage soundscapes. Lockton et al. [16] designed
a series of research probes that enable autoethnographic explo-
ration, investigating students’ bedtime routines, sleep patterns,
personal time scheduling strategies, and sleep in non-traditional
places. Lucero [17] conducted an autoethnography to understand
how living without a mobile phone affects their life. O’Kane et
al. [20] used autoethnography to evaluate a wrist blood pressure
monitor. They argue that it enabled them to empathize with users
in contexts that are otherwise hard to investigate using traditional
in-situ studies.

Assessing Methodological Fit. We assessed the methodological fit of
autoethnography to our research problem along three criteria: The
value that the first author’s vantage point adds to answering the
research question, the required level of introspection and reflection,
and the appropriateness of a socio-cultural analysis lens for the
research questions.

(1) Vantage point: The first author’s vantage point is primarily
that of a security expert and offers two benefits: They can col-
lect more data on all parts of the authentication process since
their background knowledge of authentication ceremonies
helps them complete ceremonies even when others can not.
Similarly, Turner et al. [26] thought their increased cyberse-
curity awareness as experts may have generated more data
for their autoethnographic work on smart home security
practices. Also, with their experience in Usable Privacy and
Security, the first author can provide explanations at differ-
ent levels of complexity to engage and educate people with
varying technical know-how.

(2) Introspection: Self-studies provide a unique ability to researchers:
introspection of the feelings and thought processes behind
one’s actions and adapting and refining the used research
methods based on them. These abilities are useful for study-
ing authentication ceremonies because ceremonies incorpo-
rate social interactions that come with social expectations,
boundaries, feelings, and context-dependent norms. Direct
access to the experience and sufficient time for reflecting
on them makes an in-depth analysis easier for researchers.
Understanding these aspects with a diary study with mul-
tiple participants can be more difficult. Participants know
that researchers will read the diary entries, which limits the
amount and type of information in them. To get a compa-
rable level of analysis to an autoethnography, researchers
would need to question participants repeatedly about each
(potentially embarrassing) experience during the ongoing
analysis process — resulting in a resource-intensive hybrid
between diary and interview study.

(3) Sociocultural analysis: Authentication ceremonies require
that two communication partners cooperate to increase their
security. Thus, they are a sociotechnical system that re-
searchers can analyze through a sociocultural lens. While
the sociocultural analysis of ethnographic approaches is not
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Olivia, I am Malin!Malin, I am Olivia!

Malin Olivia

Figure 2: The MitM attacker (the monster) convinces the messenger clients (of Malin and Olivia) that they should use their
encryption key instead of their conversation partner’s. During an ongoing attack, the monster will have to continuously
forward Olivia and Malin’s messages.

strictly necessary, it does provide a lens to understand the un-
derlying social and technical issues of using authentication
ceremonies more completely.

While we could use a regular diary study or ethnography to
learnmore about others’ difficulties with authentication ceremonies
in their daily life, an autoethnography gives us a more in-depth
understanding of one person’s experience.

2.3 Social Cybersecurity
Social cybersecurity research recognizes that security mechanisms
are often social in nature [34]. However, security tools are still
built primarily with an individual user in mind, resulting in a social-
technical gap [1] between technology’s abilities andwhat it requires
socially from users. Exploring this social-technical gap works well
with autoethnography because it connects individuals’ security-
tool experience with its sociocultural context. Also, studying social
cybersecurity tool usage is challenging because of the naturalistic
settings and infrequent use. And as O’Kane observed in prior work
on non-routine use of technology [20], autoethnography is valuable
to study usage under these constraints.

Wu et al. [34] structure the research on social cybersecurity into
four categories: negotiating access to shared resources, shared and
social authentication, managing self-representation, and influenc-
ing others’ security and privacy behaviors. While not explicitly
mentioned, authentication ceremonies in secure messengers are
shared and social authentication mechanisms: Twomessenger users
cooperate to detect and mitigate MitM attacks against their conver-
sation.

Prior work extensively studied the usability issues of authentica-
tion ceremonies in a lab. Herzberg et al. [12] studied the usability
of WhatsApp, Viber, Telegram, and Signal. They found that par-
ticipants were unaware of the need to authenticate and that 56.5%
of them could not do so after being asked. Schröder et al. [22]
found that the majority of participating CS students failed to detect
and mitigate MitM attacks using Signal’s authentication ceremony.
Vaziripour et al. [30] compared authentication ceremonies of Viber,

WhatsApp, and Facebook Messenger. They found that only 14%
of their study participants successfully verified the key material
without further explanation. When Vaziripour et al. [28] surveyed
Iranian Telegram users, they found that only 29.6% had ever used
the authentication ceremony in text conversations.

Researchers proposed several usability improvements to authen-
tication ceremonies. Vaziripour et al. [31] streamlined Signal’s cer-
emony by providing easy access and additional guidance. Wu et
al. [33] produced new visual indicators, new notification dialogs,
and a simplified notification flow. Vaziripour et al. [29] partially re-
moved users from the loop by using Keybase for an authentication
method based on social media. Fassl et al. [8] redesigned authentica-
tion ceremonies from the ground up and found that user-centered
prototypes can increase users’ comprehension of the security impli-
cations. These design changes that prior work suggested may solve
some of the problems associated with authentication ceremonies.
However, since their implementations are not (yet) widespread, it
is hard to understand their effects on the users’ daily life, i.e., in
infrequent and naturalistic scenarios.

In their paper “Secure Messaging Authentication Ceremonies
are Broken”, Herzberg et al. [13] summarize the current state of
research: Users do not understand encryption, cryptographic keys,
and the concept of MitM attacks. When facing a MitM attack in
a lab environment, they have significant issues finding and com-
pleting ceremonies successfully. In contrast, this work applies au-
toethnography to identify how sociocultural factors unrelated to
either comprehension or usability affect the use of authentication
ceremonies.

3 METHODOLOGY
Authentication ceremonies are social cybersecurity [34] mecha-
nisms, which depend on conversation partners to meet up and
improve their security equally. In this work, we try to understand
how a user who fulfills all prerequisites, i.e., knowledgeable about
security of messengers, experienced with the messenger interface,
and sufficiently motivated, copes with authentication ceremonies
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Signal message

Malin Quist
+46766920953

3:19 PM

TODAY

Did you hear what happened last 
night between Miriam and Hedwig?
TUE 9:51 AM

No! Do tell … Maybe we should 
verify that this conversation is 
secure before we continue
TUE 9:53 AM

(a) Open the messenger conversation.

Verify Safety Number

Sounds & Notifications

Chat Color & Wallpaper

Contact Details

Malin Quist
+46766920953

3:19 PM

(b) Select “Verify Safety Number” in the
conversation menu.

Mark as Verified

Malin Quist
+46766920953Verify Safety Number

3:19 PM

You have not marked Malin Quist as verified.

64532 28839 87441 58190
37869 71360 90267 74243
07206 59334 51470 91209

(c) Show QR code to conversation partner.

3:19 PM

Scan the QR Code on
your contact’s device

(d) Scan conversation partner’s QR code.

Mark as Verified

Malin Quist
+46766920953Verify Safety Number

3:19 PM

You have not marked Malin Quist as verified.

64532 28839 87441 58190
37869 71360 90267 74243
07206 59334 51470 91209

(e) If check is successful, mark conversa-
tion as verified.

Figure 3: The step-by-step procedure to authenticate conversations in Signal and WhatsApp. The procedure is similar in other
messengers that offer an authentication ceremony.
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Figure 4: Calendar overview of diary entries. Dark purple days mark regular diary entries, while light pink days markmemories
added at a later time.

in their daily life and how social and cultural factors impact these
interactions.

Autoethnography, a self-reflective form of cultural analysis [5],
is a powerful tool for understanding these ceremonies in-depth.
We decided to use an autoethnographic approach based on three
criteria: the usefulness of the first author’s vantage point, the re-
quired level of introspection, and the necessity of sociocultural
analysis. Section 2.2 contains the complete deliberation. In sum-
mary, we found that: (1) The vantage point as a usable security
expert adds value to the analysis by collecting more data points
and empathizing with people at different levels of skill and interest
— instrumental to answering RQ1. In Turner et al.’s autoethnogra-
phy [26], their cybersecurity expertise helped to reflect on their
family’s problems with security mechanisms in the smart home. (2)
The introspection and reflection on the experienced authentication
ceremonies help understand the scope of problems with authenti-
cation ceremonies and the depth of sociocultural issues. Achieving
the same level of analysis with regular diary studies may be difficult.
(3) The sociocultural analysis is necessary to answer RQ2.

Compared to lab studies, which use artificial scenarios and in-
teractions, autoethnographies offer insights into more naturalistic
experiences in the field. Long-term diaries are the appropriate basis
for understanding these infrequently occurring authentication cer-
emonies. However, as discussed in Section 3.2, autoethnographies
can not offer insights into entirely uninhibited natural interactions
since the research question always influences the behavior to some
extent when the researcher is also the participant.

In our systematic autoethnography approach, the first author’s
subjective experiences influence data collection, analysis, and re-
sults. The upcoming sections use the first person to communicate
this influence honestly.

3.1 Procedure and Analysis
The autoethnography’s data source is a research diary covering
the five-month study period. For these five months, my goal was
to authenticate as many secure messaging conversations as pos-
sible with any secure messenger installed on my phone (Signal,
WhatsApp, and Telegram). While I would probably not try to au-
thenticate every messenger conversation outside of this study —

because not every conversation is that important — I did not want
to limit myself to a specific subset of contacts for this study. This
way, I could understand how different types of contacts and their
social-context impact the corresponding authentication ceremony.
In the spirit of Glaser and Strauss [9], I did not want to limit my
data collection with preconceived theories. Hence, I tried to doc-
ument all my unfiltered thoughts on authentication ceremonies.
These thoughts can come up at any time, so the study required the
possibility of creating diary entries on any nearby personal device.
Day One, a personal journaling app, fulfills this requirement. Ini-
tially, I followed a trigger-based approach to collect data, creating
diary entries whenever thinking about authentication ceremonies
and describing as many details as possible. Over time, I developed
more specific documentation patterns, closing in on reoccurring
phenomena. In general, diary entries focused on either planning an
authentication, the authentication ceremonies themselves, memo-
ries of past events concerning authentication, and introspection or
analysis. Additionally, entries described immediate surroundings
and what triggered thoughts about authentication. Later, I decided
to add a periodic diary reminder, forcing me to reflect on overlooked
authentication opportunities. Section A contains the guidelines I
used for these diary entries. The length of all diary entries ranged
from 30 to 400 words. However, most entries were between 50 and
90 words long. Sometimes I started shorter diary entries on the
smartphone, only noting keywords, and expanded them later on
my desktop computer.

Due to the nature of autoethnographic approaches, i.e., research-
ing one’s own experiences, data collection and analysis are parallel
processes. I made this transparent by documenting ongoing analytic
thoughts in the research diary. While these introspective moments
provided some initial insights during the data collection phase, I
also applied a structured approach to analyzing diary entries. To
gather an overview of the concepts in the diary, I started with an
open coding procedure on all entries with the help of qualitative
data analysis software (ATLAS.ti 9). Based on this initial overview,
I focused further analysis on planning phases, subjective emotional
experience, and social and cultural aspects. For each diary entry,
I consulted a Feeling Wheel [32] to help articulate corresponding
emotions accurately. Autoethnography analyzes researchers’ per-
sonal experiences in addition to the literal diary entries. Hence,
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calculating inter-rater reliability or discussing agreement among
several researchers is methodologically not appropriate [19], since
other researchers may read the diary but can hardly reflect on
the experience. However, I shared the diary in confidence with
co-authors to identify overlooked aspects. That they did not find
any that may be explained by our similar cultural background and
opinions on the research topic.

In November 2021, two months after beginning the study, I con-
ducted a preliminary structured analysis. In the collected data, I
identified groups of entries that repeatedly centered around differ-
ent parts of the process for planning and conducting authentication
ceremonies. Based on this observation, I modeled the phases of
planned authentication ceremonies (see Figure 5). Using this model,
I placed all diary events in their appropriate context. Additionally,
I used an explicitly abductive approach to identify areas of interest
that were up to this point missing from the collected data. For exam-
ple, during the study, I often forgot about planned authentication
ceremonies. Forgetfulness impacted my trigger-based data collec-
tion strategy because it relied on me thinking about authentication.
Hence, I added a periodic reminder to my diary software to iden-
tify and document missed authentication opportunities. At the end
of January 2021, I conducted my final structured analysis. Based
on the preliminary analysis of the data entries, I focused on three
areas of interest: (1) potential barriers to planned authentication
ceremonies and their location in the phase model, (2) subjective
emotions and insecurities during the process of planning and con-
ducting authentication ceremonies, and (3) the social and cultural
aspects that impact authentication ceremonies. Section B of the
Appendix includes the entire translated codebook.

3.2 Limitations
As with any methodological choice, autoethnographies come with
limitations. The primary one is a lack of generality. Since all re-
sults stem from one person’s experience, it is difficult to claim that
they generalize. However, as Braun and Clarke [3] explain, strict
generalizability is usually not a meaningful goal in qualitative re-
search. Instead, they advocate for a more flexible ‘transferability’
approach that leaves it to the readers to identify how the results
apply to similar kinds of situations and people. To improve the
transferability of this work, we provided a detailed description of
the first author’s background in Section 3.4 and the circumstances
and context of each interaction in as much detail as possible with-
out compromising others’ identities. Depending on the context,
identified issues transfer to non-experts, albeit in a more severe
manner. Put simply, when security mechanisms pose a problem to
security experts we can not expect laypeople to do much better,
regardless of user education and motivation. The lack of generality
seems acceptable in order to surface issues that may affect users
who are attentive to the need for authentication.

The second limitation is how the research affects the described
behavior and experience. In an autoethnography, the researcher
and participant are the same, making it hard to delineate naturally-
occurring behavior from research-influenced behavior. However, to
some extent, this is a common issue with many research approaches,
e.g., the artifical scenarios in lab studies affect participant behavior
and certain interview questions or environments will influence

responses to some degree. To mitigate the effects of this issue, this
work transparently communicates the ways in which the research
approach may have influenced the reported results.

3.3 Overview of Collected Diary Data
From Sept. 3rd 2021 until Jan. 26nd 2022, I collected 69 entries in
the research diary. In total, the diary contains 17 successful authen-
tication attempts. While it is challenging to define clearly when
an authentication attempt failed, I identified seven missed oppor-
tunities for authentication. I authenticated conversation partners
in Austria, Germany, and Japan – almost all of them in person. I
authenticated two contacts during a video call, one currently living
in Japan and a work colleague I rarely see in person. In neither case,
the video quality was good enough to scan the QR codes. Instead,
we compared the safety number verbally. Figure 4 shows the distri-
bution of created diary entries during the study period, whereby
some days have multiple entries. Entries before Sept. 3rd represent
memories I added after the start of the study.

3.4 My Cultural, Educational, and Security
Background

Researchers’ positionality affects all their research. Autoethnog-
raphy, which focuses on their experiences, amplifies that effect.
This section provides context about my environment and prior
experience so that readers may judge the results in the appropriate
context.

I am a white European man who grew up in the suburbs of a
large metropolitan area in central Europe. I attended a high school
specializing in applied Information and Communication Technolo-
gies (ICT). During that time, I was fascinated by the local hackspace
and its security and privacy-minded members, which later led to
my first part-time job at an NGO focused on data protection and
privacy.

My first exposure to authentication ceremonies was PGP key
signing. At that time, my circle of friends haphazardly authenticated
PGP keys even though we never encrypted any emails. Using PGP
and authenticating PGP keys seemed like a way of signaling that
we belonged to the security and privacy-aware community.

During my master’s in computer engineering, I became more
interested in the then up-and-coming secure mobile messengers. I
explained their purpose and corresponding threat models to count-
less users while demonstrating how to conduct them. During my
Ph.D., I designed alternative ceremonies in the hope of improving
usability and user comprehension through improved design. Dur-
ing this research, I was intrigued because even security researchers
in my surroundings rarely authenticated any of their messenger
contacts.

Since authentication ceremonies are social in nature, it also
makes sense to tell you about my usual social demeanor. While I
am critical of the introversion-extroversion dichotomy, I consider
myself more an Introvert. I carefully balance my need for time alone
with my need for social interaction. Disliking large parties, I prefer
meeting one or two people at a time for in-depth conversations
about personal problems, wishes, and dreams. Meeting new people
or people I do not know well can be a draining experience, mostly
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because I try to learn others’ potential boundaries that I do not
want to overstep so early after meeting.

3.5 Ethical Considerations
As this study collects subjective experienceswith authentication cer-
emonies, it is not subject to our institution’s ethical review process.
However, studying experiences with authentication ceremonies
necessarily involves other people – who can not meaningfully con-
sent to their involvement in the study. I tackle this ethical issue by
carefully considering which details of the encounters to describe.
While contacts may identify themselves in the descriptions, I avoid
disclosing more information than necessary.

4 RESULTS
I analyzed the resulting diary entries along three dimensions: (1)
What process of planning and conducting authentication cere-
monies looks like and what may go wrong; (2) Subjective emotions
when planning and conducting authentication ceremonies, i.e., the
authentication experience; and (3) The impact of the sociocultural
environment on cooperative security mechanisms such as these.

4.1 Barriers during the Stages of Authentication
Ceremonies

To give an overview of what the authentication process entails and
also to embed my autobiographical reports in the correct context, I
summarized the different phases of my experiences based on my
collected diary entries in Figure 5. The following parts describe
each of these phases in detail.

Recognizing Need. During the study, I depended on two different
approaches to identify who to authenticate. The first and more in-
tuitive approach is an ad-hoc in-the-moment authentication. When
meeting and chatting with contacts, I sometimes remembered my
wish to authenticate them. However, I could not depend on this
method because often, I did not remember that wish in time. More
than once, I remembered too late after the person was no longer
within reach, e.g., when I sent them a follow-up message or when I
wrote a diary entry thinking about missed authentication oppor-
tunities. However, as the study progressed, I habituated myself
to think about authentication ceremonies when meeting people
– making this approach more practicable. Although it only hap-
pened once during the study, I found it easier to authenticate others
during the initial exchange of contact details. After we both had
each other’s phone numbers, I merely had to ask if they used a
messenger and if I could authenticate them.

When I recognized the need to authenticate and the contact
was not within reach, I had to plan a meeting for the authentica-
tion ceremony. For previously authenticated contacts, some secure
messengers (e.g., Signal) alert users about encryption key changes
before sending a potentially compromised message. In the one in-
stance this happened to me, I wrote my conversation partner that
we should authenticate again without making any specific plans. It
turns out they had recently gotten a new phone, which is a common
reason for changed keys. The alert worked insofar that it reminded
me to make specific plans with that contact a week later. Since I
did not want to depend on these alerts for this study, I also used a

more structured approach. I scoured my list of conversations and
checked if I needed to authenticate them (again). Usually, I sorted
these lists by the location of the contacts and how easy it would be
to meet them in person.

It is difficult to define what constitutes a failure this early in
authentication ceremonies. Hence, it is hard to count the number
of failed authentication attempts. However, I found it challenging
to identify the need for ad-hoc in-the-moment authentication in
time. And while I identified the need for planned authentication
pretty well, I had a difficult time keeping track of them – at no
point was I sure about someone’s authentication status without
double-checking in the messenger application.

Planning Meetings. Recognizing the need to authenticate while
concerned contacts are within reach simplifies the authentication
process. When they are not around during this realization, the pro-
cess becomes more difficult. Then, planning a meeting is necessary.

At first, I planned these meetings around who I needed to au-
thenticate. I tried to remember who to authenticate, checked the
authentication status of recent messenger conversations, and some-
times reread the diary. Of course, further factors influenced my
decision to set up a meeting, e.g., how much I enjoy spending time
with them or the required logistics. Planning meetings was a con-
siderable effort. Often, I documented in the diary that I would like
a meeting – without planning one. In other cases, I managed to
organize meetings (at least tentatively) and postponed them due to
the pandemic. Once, a contact organized a meeting after I vaguely
suggested one. This experience encouraged me to try to delegate
some of the mental load of authentication ceremonies. So I asked
conversation partners to remember to authenticate the next time
we meet – with no success.

Later during the study, I stopped planning meetings based on the
need to authenticate. Instead, I metwho Iwanted tomeet andwaited
for suitable authentication opportunities. Hence, I shifted my focus
from planning opportunities to identifying them. The Christmas
season’s social events provided ample authentication opportunities.
They relieved me from having to plan separate meetings. Also, they
made it possible to authenticate conversation partners when setting
up an in-person meeting might have been socially inappropriate.

Meeting. When finally meeting contacts, I had difficulties identify-
ing an appropriate time and place to bring up authentication. Usu-
ally, meetings begin with a ritual of greetings and inquiries about
well-being. I certainly did not want to disrupt my friends when
they recount their struggles with “Yeah, that’s very interesting, but
can we scan these QR codes now?”. That would be disrespectful. It
is unlikely that anyone would not want to treat friends like that.
For me, this led to a repeating cycle of remembering that I wanted
to talk about authentication and then deciding that the current sit-
uation was not the most appropriate one. For example, I postponed
the topic of authentication during a lunch meal because I thought
too many people were sitting at the table, a situation in which it
could be impolite and awkward to attract everyone’s attention to an
authentication ceremony. On a different occasion, I postponed the
topic because my conversation partner and I were strolling in a park
when I remembered it. It seemed inappropriate to stop walking,
stand in a circle, maybe block someone else’s path to conduct a
ceremony. However, postponing the topic can also backfire. During
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Figure 5: Planning authentication ceremonies: a process overview. Red lightning marks potential barriers.

a night out at the bar with a friend, I completely forgot about the
authentication after I decided to postpone it. I forgot so thoroughly
that I only remembered a month later, during an analysis session,
that authentication was my original intent for that meeting! I had
fun regardless.

This cycle of postponing is one of the reasons which made it
easier to authenticate people I meet regularly. These more informal
meetings include more calm moments in which it is not as rude to
take out a smartphone or introduce an entirely new topic. However,
since I usually talk in person to contacts I meet regularly, authenti-
cating their secure messaging conversation is less important to my
overall security.

Convincing. As a security researcher studying authentication cer-
emonies, I benefited from my perceived authority on the subject
when asking others to authenticate. Had it been someone else, I am
unsure if people would have followed along as readily.

If someone had not heard of authentication ceremonies before,
I explained my research topic to them, inviting them to follow
along with their messenger. This approach of interlocking the ex-
planation of my field of research with their participation felt a bit
manipulative. There is practically no way for them to deny my
wish without coming across as rude. However, I did not feel too
bad – it resulted in education about end-to-end encryption with no
perceivable downsides.

For me, the most demanding authentication partner was a fellow
security researcher. In pursuit of knowledge, they questioned ev-
erything and asked for detailed explanations of the encryption, the
threat model, and the feasibility of practical attacks. This scrutiny
came from a fellow peer after I described this as my area of research.
An uncomfortable situation – it felt like they were questioning the
validity of my research, even though they probably were honestly

interested in the subject. In the end, they went along with the
authentication ceremony, but it was a tough sell.

However, in many cases, requests for authentication ceremonies
required no justification. Most of these cases were contacts I had
authenticated at least once prior.

Authentication. For the most part, I did not encounter any issues
with the authentication ceremony interface and procedure. I have
extensive experience conducting authentication ceremonies. When
contacts offered me their phone, I declined and instead instructed
them in a step-by-step manner. Interestingly, I found that almost
everybody (including the people I authenticated previously) had
problems initiating the verification procedure. Afterward, they of-
ten asked what authentication ceremonies achieve. Usually, I tried
to explain the effect in simple terms, e.g., “It makes sure that my
phone encrypts the messages so that only your phone can read
them. If the codes do not match, someone could be listening in
and messing with our messages.” At the beginning of this study, I
thought my experience prevented me from experiencing usability
issues. I was wrong. While I know the ins and outs of my pre-
ferred end-to-end encrypted messenger, I encountered a problem
re-authenticating a secure chat on Telegram. Usually, I initiated a
ceremony by sending a message to the contact, making it easier to
find the correct conversation. However, I could not find this secure
chat in my list, so I asked my contact to send a message to me –
which I did not get. I was confused but did not want to dwell on it,
so I gave up. Later I found out that secure chats on Telegram are
only available on the devices that created them. Hence, my contact
and I would have needed to create a new secure chat in any case.

Summary of My Barriers to Authentication.

(1) Planing meetings takes effort. Waiting for good authentica-
tion opportunities is easier.
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(2) Forgetfulness. Remembering authentication plans and oth-
ers’ current authentication status is hard.

(3) The cycle of postponing. Remembering authentication in
unsuitable situations leads to postponing.

(4) Convincing others to authenticate can be stressful.
(5) Some authentication procedures are still unintuitive.

4.2 Emotions during Planning and Conducting
Authentication Ceremonies

Bella and Viganò suggested that security mechanisms should pro-
vide an enjoyable and beautiful experience, i.e., beautiful secu-
rity [2]. In my experience during the study, authentication cere-
monies did not fulfill the beautiful security criteria. This section
describes my subjective emotional experiences while planning and
conducting authentication ceremonies.

Overwhelmed by the mental load of planning authentication cere-
monies. During most of the study, I felt overwhelmed by the infor-
mation I needed to keep in mind. Even though I regularly checked
the authentication status of my conversations, I felt stressed be-
cause I was never really sure about the authentication status of the
people I met. Regularly thinking about authentication and potential
opportunities became a significant part of my mental load. Often, I
forgot to take advantage of good authentication opportunities. In
these cases, I became frustrated and annoyed at myself. In contrast,
I was usually even more proud of myself when I identified and re-
membered an authentication opportunity. I am glad that this study
is over. I hope that I can forget about the need to authenticate and
other people’s authentication status now.

Worried about embarrassment or rejection in meetings. During
meetings, I worried about the right time to ask for an authentication
ceremony – postponing the request until an appropriate situation
came up. Asking in an inappropriate situation could inconvenience
my contact, hindering them from more entertaining, interesting, or
relevant activities than authentication. In turn, I would be embar-
rassed for inconveniencing my contact. When the response to my
request for authentication was not as enthusiastic as I had hoped, I
felt rejected, inadequate, or even threatened. These feelings were at
least partially related to the fact that authentication ceremonies are
part of my research focus. Hence, skepticism and critique felt like
an attack on my identity as a security researcher. In contrast, when
my contacts eagerly went along with the authentication ceremony
and asked relevant questions that I could answer, I felt respected,
confident in my abilities, and proud to teach them something they
found interesting and valuable.

Mostly content with the results. It felt good to complete authen-
tication ceremonies and see the resulting “Verified” checkmark. It
created a sense of achievement and progress. I was even happier
when an entire group received the checkmark, i.e., I had authenti-
cated all of its participants. Collecting is a powerful drive for many
people. So, a group checkmark may have a similar effect to badge
systems in gamification approaches [35]. However, not all authenti-
cation attempts ended on a positive note. Some secure messengers
confounded me when they did not behave as expected. For example,
one messenger claimed that I had marked someone as unverified
while I did not remember doing so – making me doubt reality. In

another instance, I wanted to reauthenticate a contact who had
gotten a new phone. However, that conversation had remained
verified. To this day, I still do not know why.

Carefully treading around conversation partner’s emotions. Near
the end of the study, I noticed that some contacts felt called out
when asked for authentication. They got very defensive and felt
the need to justify why they usually did not take certain security
precautions. While this did not happen too often, it took some effort
to convince them that I did not want to shame their behavior with
my request. Usually, I explained that it is appropriate not to take
security precautions they do not deem necessary, as long as this is
their conscious choice. Thus, secure messenger users may need to
consider their conversation partner’s emotions about security in
their request for authentication.

4.3 Sociocultural Aspects of Authentication
Ceremonies

Previous result sections focused mainly on describing my experi-
ences while planning and conducting authentication ceremonies.
In the spirit of autoethnography, this section places these experi-
ences into their broader sociocultural context. Thereby examining
how sociocultural factors may hinder or facilitate authentication
ceremonies.

Authentication ceremonies are embedded in social rituals. Meeting
someone exclusively for an authentication ceremony, i.e., meeting
without small talk, authenticating, and leaving, seems almost un-
thinkable – such a meeting sounds ludicrous. In meetings, I gen-
erally feel socially obligated to inquire at the very least about the
other’s well-being. Instead, I embedded my authentication cere-
monies without a second thought in social rituals: I went for a walk
with my contacts, went cycling with my cycling friends, met con-
tacts for lunch or dinner, or talked with them during the afternoon
coffee break at work. After all, I meet friends because I like them
and want to catch up with them, not solely for authentication. How-
ever, while I do not consider myself shy, I had difficulties arranging
meetings with some contacts. In particular, this concerned contacts
that I do not know well and with whom I struggled to come up with
a good reason for a meeting. Inviting others to a meeting usually
implies an interest in a more personal relationship, which does not
apply to all my messenger contacts. Hence, authenticating these
contacts without arranging a potentially awkward meeting would
only be possible if an appropriate situation came up by itself. As a
result, some contacts are difficult or even impossible to authenticate
if users miss a socially appropriate occasion. Not every authentica-
tion ceremony requires a social ritual. For example, I would not feel
awkward calling my best friends just for authentication. However,
this exception only applies to a few people.

Rules that govern social rituals apply to embedded authentication
ceremonies. I authenticated my contacts in physical in-person meet-
ings and remotely over video calls for this study. I decided the mode
of meeting according to what felt right to me at the moment. I at-
tempted to stick to familiar settings for authentication ceremonies.
When I usually conversed with someone via video call, I arranged
a video call. If I usually met someone over dinner, I invited them to
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dinner. The idea of deviating from this procedure for an authentica-
tion ceremony felt off to me. I did not want to appear rude during
the meetings and followed familiar conversational conventions. I
avoided hijacking conversations centered around entirely different
topics. Instead, I waited for an appropriate topic of conversation,
where it seemed like phone use, messaging, or security would fit
in. In particular, I avoided bringing up authentication ceremonies
when others told me about their recent experiences and worries
– I wanted to show that I care and would have felt ashamed of
interrupting them in these personal moments. I found that not only
can a conversation topic remind me of asking for an authentication
ceremony, an authentication ceremony usually also influences the
conversation topic for several minutes. Conversation partners may
have considered it rude not to follow up on a topic that interested
me. Usually, this resulted in a short educational episode about se-
curity on smartphones, regardless of whether I had intended it like
that or not. Lastly, I found that using phones was not always socially
appropriate. Seeing my smartphone reminded me of authentication
ceremonies, so remembering them became harder in such scenarios.
In any case, remembering an authentication ceremony was less
challenging when the social situation allowed taking out phones.
Striking up a conversation about messaging and its security was
also less challenging when the conversation partner’s phone was
in view.

Established social practices can make it easier to authenticate oth-
ers. Asking for an authentication ceremony immediately after ex-
changing contact details in person did not feel awkward during
the study. Hence, this may be a viable approach to authentication
when arranging a separate meeting for an authentication ceremony
is socially inappropriate. Predictable sociocultural gatherings, such
as Christmas, new years celebrations, or birthdays, were a perfect
opportunity to conduct authentication ceremonies. Taking part in
these gatherings does not require as much planning. Therefore,
minimizing planning failures and potential social awkwardness.
Also, these gatherings are usually informal so talking about authen-
tication felt less like imposing a topic of conversation on others.
Lastly, during somemeetings, my planned authentication ceremony
influenced others to try authentication ceremonies. This effect is
in line with Das et al.’s [6] suggestion that social influence might
drive the adoption of a visible security feature. Hence, conducting
authentication ceremonies at social gatherings may create social
network effects.

5 DISCUSSION
Based on the collected diary entries, two main reasons make it hard
to authenticate even for motivated and knowledgeable users. First,
planning meetings for authentication ceremonies and identifying
good authentication opportunities creates a huge cognitive load.
The first author had to think about authentication all the time and
remember who they wanted to authenticate. They were bound to
forget at least some of the time. Caring about authentication after
forgetting once or twice requires a considerable amount of secu-
rity motivation. Second, sociocultural aspects hinder widespread
adoption. It is comparatively easy to authenticate people you meet
often and know well. For other types of contacts, the experience

was different. Sometimes, it might even be socially inappropriate
to arrange meetings for authentication.

Simplemeasures, such as adding consentful and context-sensitive
notifications, may alleviate the cognitive load of authentication. In
comparison, overcoming sociocultural barriers to authentication
ceremonies requires a dedicated design approach.

5.1 Designing Cooperative Security
Authentication ceremonies are a prime example of cooperative
security mechanisms; two contacts need to cooperate to mitigate
MitM attacks against either of them. Hence, well-known design
principles for individual human-security interactions cannot solve
this design challenge.

Other examples of cooperation from the Usable Security litera-
ture come to mind: users wait for other users’ reviews of software
updates before installing them [25], and users depend on their
friends, who have their contact data, to keep their contact data
private [21]. Enabling and supporting such cooperative behavior
requires designing our security explicitly for it.

In the following, we discuss cultural transcoding as a core design
issue for cooperative security. According to Manovich [18], cultural
transcoding is one of the five principles of new media. They assert
that new media consists of a cultural and a computer layer. Both
of these layers influence how the other works. The effort of con-
verting one aspect from one layer to the other is what Manovich
describes as transcoding. Cooperative security mechanisms have
two similar layers: the computer layer, consisting of cryptographic
protocols and security requirements, and the cultural layer, i.e.,
the social rules that govern our interactions. During the study, the
first author had to do the entire transcoding effort unsupported.
It was their responsibility to integrate authentication ceremonies
into their social life in a socially appropriate manner. It remains to
be discussed who is responsible for this cultural transcoding work.
At the moment, this task has to be performed by users of secure
messaging applications. Integrating transcoding work in the design
process for cooperative security mechanisms will move a part of
this responsibility from the users to the designers.

For authentication ceremonies, an integration could work as
follows. (1) Understanding what kinds of situations are appropri-
ate for authentication ceremonies depending on the context of the
relationship and other cultural factors; (2) Support users in iden-
tifying these situations; and (3) Support users in initiating these
ceremonies in a socially appropriate way, e.g., by integrating them
into a well-known ritual.

5.2 Self-Inquiry and Autoethnography in
Usable Privacy and Security

Qualitative studies in Usable Privacy and Security use diverse meth-
ods to study security tools and their users, ranging from field studies
to lab studies, using surveys and interviews. All of them are valu-
able to have in our method catalog. However, self-inquiry studies
among security researchers are rare. When we, as researchers, de-
liberately get involved in studies, we do so in expert roles, e.g., for
contextual walkthroughs, designing security features, or analyzing
qualitative data. By comparison, we seem to disregard our own user
experience with security features. We are users too and hence, our
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self-reflections and experiences provide indispensable insights into
the usability of security and thus form a valuable baseline for user
research. If we have issues using security mechanisms, we should
treat this as an early warning sign. This does not mean everything
is fine if security researchers have no issues. Neither does it mean
we should design security features just for ourselves.

Self-Inquiry is a systematic method to investigate our own expe-
rience with security features and tools. Over an extended period,
it allows deep introspection of tool use. Whenever security and
privacy mechanisms intertwine with social or cultural aspects, au-
toethnography is a viable research approach. In the case of this
study, we chose this approach to systematically collect evidence
based on experience instead of relying on anecdotal evidence alone.
Since authentication ceremonies are highly contextual and depend
on social and cultural factors, autoethnography is especially suit-
able to investigate them.

From our experience in this work, we found two aspects that
future researchers who want to use this method may find useful.
First, especially for reoccurring behavior, routinization during the
course of the investigation may become an issue. Hence, the diary
study itself may influence the behavior under investigation. We
coped with this issue using reflection, transparency, and open dis-
cussion about its effects. Second, while the experiences and their
interpretation are always the first author’s, it is helpful to get feed-
back on how readers with a different background may interpret the
situations as reported in the results. Based on that feedback, the
authors can add more context to situations when it is necessary to
sufficiently understand them.

Personal experiences influence and shape our research ideas.
Since we cannot avoid it, we must communicate this influence
transparently. We can even embrace this effect by seeking security-
relevant experiences to investigate potential research ideas. Doc-
umenting these experiences in a diary helps trace the resulting
research questions back to them. We plan to explore more kinds
of new security technology in this way, documenting experiences,
and finding potential research questions based on them.

5.3 Implications for Authentication Ceremony
Research

The findings of this work suggest a change of direction for future
research on secure messaging authentication ceremonies.

First, the results encourage the use of field studies for future
work on the adoption of authentication ceremonies. While evaluat-
ing interface usability and user comprehension works well in lab
settings, researching sociocultural factors is harder. Field studies
of people’s regular messenger use enable investigation of users’
real-world behavior and the sociocultural factors that influence
them. Field studies with proposed authentication ceremonies will
likely require cooperation with messenger providers to arrive at
results with a high ecologically validity.

Second, future research should include sociocultural factors in
data collection and design. As this work demonstrates, current
authentication ceremonies do not consider sociocultural factors
in their design. However, designing ceremonies for these factors
requires understanding their contexts of use. Hence, we need to

collect data on how users want to authenticate their secure conver-
sations. Given the security context of authentication ceremonies,
focusing on the sociocultural context of users who are targeted by
surveillance (e.g., members of protest movements) is likely a good
first step.

Third, focus research and design on motivated and knowledge-
able users with specific threat models. Effective security education
is a challenge. Therefore, instead of investing research effort in
everyone’s security education, it might be wiser to identify specific
groups of motivated users and work on removing their barriers to
authentication ceremonies. The social influence could then lead to
broader adoption of authentication ceremonies [6].

Lastly, our proposed phase model informs future research on
authentication ceremonies. While prior work focused on the us-
ability and user comprehension of authentication ceremonies, our
results imply that other aspects, such as recognizing the need for
authentication, planning, and remembering are crucial and should
be better supported by technology. With the different challenges
that we identified throughout the process, we argue that individual
challenges, such as timing, need to be studied thoroughly and with
more depth than in previous studies. For example, future design
work may help users to identify conversations that are especially
important to authenticate — corresponding to the “recognize need”
phase. Other types of design work may make planning for authen-
tication ceremonies easier or help identify convenient situations
for conducting these ceremonies — corresponding to the “plan” or
“meet” phase, respectively.

5.4 Alternative Approaches to Studying
Authentication Ceremonies in the Field

While we preferred an autoethnographic approach for our research
questions, other approaches –with different benefits and drawbacks
– also work well for studying authentication ceremonies in the field.
To support future research endeavors, we briefly discuss alternative
approaches.

Diary study. Similar to this work, researchers may use a diary
study approach to document participants’ experience with existing
authentication ceremonies. However, a diary study by itself will
likely not get many naturally occurring authentication attempts;
limiting the available data. One way to mitigate this issue is prompt-
ing participants to try to authenticate or ask participants why they
did not conduct authentication ceremonies. The responsesmight tell
us if participants felt it was important to authenticate the messag-
ing conversation in question or how awkward or straightforward
they found it to bring up the topic. These prompts likely impact
users’ natural authentication behavior, thereby reducing ecological
validity.

Intervention study. An intervention study could be used to un-
derstand the factors that influence participants’ authentication
plans and behaviors. The interventions could explain threat models,
demonstrate the necessary user interaction, or use role-playing to
get participants used to authentication ceremonies. Afterward, sur-
veys or interviews may help understand which of the interventions
have a promising effect.
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Prototype field test with pairwise recruiting. Testing a prototype
of an authentication ceremony is difficult in the field since not
only the participant but also their conversation partner need to use
the prototype. Participants cannot use their regular messenger for
this type of field test because prototype versions of authentication
ceremonies are usually not interoperable with existing messengers.
Since participants can only authenticate a limited set of conver-
sations (with other study participants), this study approach lacks
natural interaction. Recruiting participants pairwise ensures that
each participant can at least authenticate one other person. How-
ever, this approach also makes recruiting more difficult.

Prototype field test in cooperation with a messaging company.
Cooperation with an operator of a widespread secure messenger
enables study designs with more ecological validity. Prototypes can
be rolled out in regular A/B tests. Study participants can authenti-
cate any conversation they like because their conversation partners’
user interface adopts accordingly. The benefits of this approach
are easy recruiting and natural user interactions. However, some
form of a prompt might still be necessary to make users aware
of the authentication ceremony and tackling qualitative research
questions might be more difficult when cooperating with a messag-
ing company. Also, establishing these kinds of cooperation with
industry partners may prove difficult.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we used autoethnography to investigate why even
motivated and knowledgeable users may have difficulties using
authentication ceremonies.

Based on the collected data, we found that planning and conduct-
ing authentication ceremonies results in a huge cognitive load. The
first author needed to keep authentication status in mind, planmeet-
ings, and identify opportunities in time. Often, they forgot about
the ceremonies, which resulted in a frustrating experience. Addi-
tionally, they had to constantly navigate social rituals to integrate
authentication ceremonies in socially acceptable ways. Primarily,
this navigation was necessary for formal relationships with acquain-
tances from work or the members of the extended circle of friends.
In contrast, authenticating close friends was less complicated.

Consentful and contextual reminders may alleviate the cogni-
tive load in many cases. However, addressing the social aspects
of cooperative security mechanisms, such as authentication cere-
monies, is more challenging. Integrating cultural transcoding into
the design of cooperative security may improve the situation. Using
this approach, designers would consider how culture influences
security technology and how the security technology may affect
cultural practice. Methods of self-inquiry, such as this work, are
applicable in Usable Security and Privacy Research. They indicate
design flaws early – if we have trouble using a security mechanism,
others may have as well. Ultimately, we need to keep in mind that
security researchers are users too. For future research on authenti-
cation ceremonies, we recommend using field studies to understand
real-world use and the sociocultural factors that influence it.
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A GUIDELINE FOR RESEARCH DIARY
ENTRIES

Based on external triggers:
• Is it a memory?

– Try to remember as much details as possible. Use smartphone
images and chat conversation history for memory clues.

• Is it a plan to authenticate?
– Is it an abstract or a very concrete plan to authenticate?
– How did I get the idea for this plan?

• Is it an ad-hoc authentication?
– How did I get the idea to authenticate in that moment?

• Details about the authentication ceremony itself
– What was the social context
– Describe conversation topics before authentication ceremony
– How did I remember the authentication ceremony
– How did I ask to authenticate
– Were instructions necessary

• Is it a memory of a missed authentication opportunity?
– Try to think about the possible reasons for missing the op-
portunity.

Based on periodic reminders:
• With whom did I meet?
• Did I have an (abstract or concrete) plan to meet these peo-
ple?

• Did I miss an ad-hoc opportunity to authenticate?
• Do I know if these people I met have a secure messenger?
• Do I chat with them using a secure messenger?

Reflection entries (every two weeks):
• Unstructured thoughts about the social aspects of different
meetings, e.g., the personal relationships and the context of
these situations.

B CODEBOOK
• Planing and Conducting Authentication Ceremonies
– AC with in-person exchange of contact details
– Ad-hoc authentication
– Ad-hoc check of authentication status
– Almost forgot plan to authenticate
– Asking for AC can be awkward in large groups
– Bad timing of keyreset notification
– Check contact list for authentication status
– Cognitive load of planning authentication
– Concrete plan to authenticate
– Confused about messenger’s UI response
– Did not want to seem intrusive
– Explanation of messenger’s UI necessary
– Fear of missing authentication opportunities
– First time authentication
– Forgot planned authentication
– Negotiation about purpose and effects of AC
– Negotiation: introduce AC as a personal research topic
– No negotiation necessary (for re-authentication)
– No planning necessary for people who you meet often
– Not in the same city (makes planning meetings difficult)
– Notification about required authentication
– Other person organized meeting
– Pre-warned conversation partner about authentication
– Re-Authentication
– Recognize need for authentication
– Recognize need for authentication shortly after meeting
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– Recognize need for AC while planning meeting with a
messenger

– Remembered after meeting during messenger use
– Remembered because of Phone use during meeting
– Remembered because of rare or difficult meeting
– Talk about my research reminded me of AC
– Tread carefully as not to disturb other kinds of social
rituals

– Unclear how ohter person’s authentication status came to
be

– Unexpected change of authentication status
– Unspecific plan to authenticate in the future
– Used different messenger for planning and follow-up con-
versation

– Wait for upcoming social ritual
• Emotional Experience
– Angry - Frustrated - Annoyed
– Anger about my own forgetfulness
– Bad - Stressed - Overwhelmed
– Demonstration of competence
– Desire to explore
– Disgusted - Disappointed
– Disgusted - Disapproving - Embarrassing
– Fearful - Anxious - Worried
– Fearful - Insecure - Inadequate
– Fearful - Rejected
– Fearful - Threatened - Exposed
– Happy - Accepted - Respected
– Happy - Content - Free
– Happy - Interested - Curious
– Happy - Proud - Confident
– Happy - Proud - Successful
– Peaceful - Thoughtful - Pensive
– Sad - Guilty - Ashamed
– Sad - Vulnerable - Fragile
– Satisfaction of success / Amending a mistake
– Surprised - Amazed - Astonished
– Surprised - Confused - Perplexed
– Surprised - Excited - Eager
– Surprised - Excited - Energetic
– Surprised - Startled - Shocked
– Unsure about current authentication status
– Unsure about future possibilities to meet

• Sociocultural Aspects
– ACs and Security becomes topic of conversation
– AC awkward in specific situation
– AC harmonizes well with established social practice of
contact detail exchange

– AC not (yet) embedded in other social ritual
– AC without social ritual
– Authentication in front of others may lead to replication
– Cooperative planing of Security
– Demonstration and Explanation of ACs
– Do not want to burden others with a meeting or an AC
– Educate others about Security
– Habituating myself to treat any meeting as a potential AC

– Meetings not only about authentication, requires socially
acceptable framework

– Meetings with far-away friends is a social ritual
– Meetings with Friends that I meet often are less ritualistic
– Postpone AC until contact is geographically closer
– Smartphone is a visual reminder (with questionable social
acceptance)

– Social Anxiety / Fear of Judgement impacts demand for
AC

– Socially inappropriate to plan a meeting
– Social aspects more important than threat model
– Social ritual
– Topic of conversation triggers AC
– Unsure if meeting will take place
– Videocall with contact because it is the usual way of meet-
ing
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